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What are your priorities for public
services in our communities?
My general belief is that government should
provide services to the public that they cannot
provide for themselves, and which the private
sector generally cannot provide in an accessible
way. In the City context, those services primarily
include transit, recreation and affordable housing

(in partnership with the government of Alberta). My priorities include ensuring that city services
are provided in an accessible and sustainable way, and that those services are provided in a
manner that those we are serving can actually consume them. That means understanding what
our citizens need from us. Again using transit as an example, we need to find a way to offer
more service during late evening and weekend hours, when there are fewer alternatives for
those working unusual hours for lower wages that cannot afford more expensive transportation.
An evaluation of what services we offer and how effective we offer those services is a
fundamental first step.

What is your position on private-public partnerships?
There is a place for private - public partnerships, generally where service contractors
supplement and augment city services. An example of an effective public-private partnership
would be where infrastructure is built, funded, maintained and operated by a third party in a way
that can complement City services. An example would be the Kinsmen arena in south
Edmonton, which is owned, operated and maintained by the Kinsmen Club and which augments
the City's arenas. Where P3s do not work is where there is a shared operating approach. The
Valley Line South LRT project is a P3, and it will connect to the Valley line West design-build
project. It will operate independently of the rest of ETS, and I think that is a recipe for disaster. If
the City is going to employ P3s, there must be clearly defined parameters in how they will
integrate into City operations and clear delineation of responsibility. Detailed standards in the
standard of maintenance and the condition of any infrastructure transferred to City ownership
must also be put in place at the time any P3 agreement is established.



What are your priorities for transportation?
My first priority is the completion of Terwillegar Expressway, which is the final arterial road that
radiates from the core of Edmonton towards Anthony Henday Drive. That project, which
includes dedicated transit lanes and an active transportation path, will become a model for
future road design. After that, I would like to see a transformation of transit to include bus rapid
transit approaches, so that we can provide much more direct, reliable service. That would mean
more dedicated lanes and off-bus ticketing at stations. A third priority would be the identification
of missing links in our multi-use trail system, and effective solutions to eliminate those gaps.

Do you support the change in campaign financing laws?
I support the elimination of corporate and union donations. I would support a requirement to
disclose donors before Election Day and I will do that in this election. An unfortunate result of
the changes was the requirement to file nomination papers before raising money, which resulted
in the municipal campaign starting very early in 2021, to the point of distraction from ongoing
Council work. We need to find a way to make municipal campaigns similar in length to other
levels of government. A six week campaign is long enough, campaigns running 8 to 10 months
prior to the election are unnecessary.

What is your plan to address housing and homelessness in our
communities?
I think expressing this issue as one of only homelessness and poverty is an oversimplification.
The City has a large number of agencies that help with those dealing with "houselessness"
simply from an income or cost perspective. We should acknowledge that a person that finds
themselves without a house because of an unaddressed mental health issue soon develops an
addiction problem as well, and vice versa. So our challenge is in supporting those that suffer
from homelessness, addiction and mental health challenges together.

I believe there needs to be a certain amount of human dignity included in any solution set. If you
find yourself in this situation, the first step on a continuum of recovery is a roof over your head,
which usually means an emergency shelter. Some shelters provide a mat on the floor and ask
you to leave very early in the day, even in freezing temperatures, while others provide a level of
privacy and a place to store your limited belongings. Anecdotally, this brings a modest level of
self-accountability that allows that conversation to begin with a counsellor or a medical
professional or a housing agent. When you are lying on a mat, perhaps next to someone
demonstrating Covid symptoms, perhaps someone attempting to coerce you to take more
drugs, perhaps next to someone that will steal your stuff - it is difficult to make considered
self-care decisions.

At its core, this is a health issue. And that means that the City, as well as the Province, must
collaborate on solutions. During my first term on Council, too often the conversation between
Council and the Province has been about a difference in approach, and whose approach is



better. Unfortunately, the conversation often fails to get to a point of "how can we solve this
together." Both levels of government share the responsibility for this situation.

We can begin to address these matters by having those collaborative discussions that involve
the Province, the City, the organizations that make up our social service ecosystem and our
Police Service. We have a good idea of which strategies work and which do not. It’s time to get
started.

What are your priorities to address the fiscal relationship between the
provincial government and municipalities?
I would like to see this relationship simplified. I would like to see the Province stop collecting
property tax to support education, and fund education entirely from their own revenue sources.
In turn, with municipalities provided additional property tax revenue, provincial grants could be
proportionally reduced. That would eliminate a lot of the political rhetoric that surrounds grants
and funding decisions from the province to municipalities. I would like to see further separation
of funding and responsibilities, such that the province uses provincial revenue and meets
provincial obligations, and the City use City revenue for City obligations. The Municipal
Government Act delineates this separation of responsibilities. Finally, there will still be a need for
the provincial government to support municipalities, and I would like to see this funding provided
in a more predictable way with a longer funding horizon. The City plans in four-year cycles, and
provincial funding commitments that followed those cycles would streamline our budgeting
process significantly.


